
 

 
Connection to Unit Theme:  To complement the small group study of Awake: The Call to a 
Renewed Life, these sermon outlines will use the same Scripture passages as the small group 
study, so the pastor can reinforce the study from the pulpit.  
 
We see in the book of Acts that as the early church was faithful with what God had given them 
he opened up more doors for the gospel to spread. Session Six of the small group material is 
called “Return to The Task.” The Point is, “A revitalized church spreads the gospel.”  
 
 
Connection with Unit Theme:  To complement the small group study of Distinct: Living 
Above the Norm these sermon outlines will use the same Scripture passages as the 
small group study, so the pastor can reinforce the study from the pulpit. 
	  
Introduction: The Christian life is about character. In fact, it is all about character. It’s 
about being before doing. 
 
As Jesus launched his sermon on the mountainside, he began with statements of 
character. These statements are called the Beatitudes. They are a series of progressive 
statements each based on the preceding one instructing us how to be a Christ follower. 
 
There are eight beatitudes. The first four deal with the believer’s relation to God. The 
last four deal with the believer’s relation to fellow humans. When all eight are mixed 
together in one’s life a character and distinction emerges. Living the Beatitudes will 
produce character. 
 
To experience the blessings of the Beatitudes a radical reconstruction of the heart is 
needed. Once followed and practiced, a life of character emerges. Follow the sequence 
to be truly distinct:  
 

1. The poor in spirit admit their need and call to God for help.  
The poor Jesus is referring to is not the financially or materially poor, but the spiritually 
poor. Another way of saying it is that the poor in spirit are spiritually bankrupt. A 
paraphrase of this verse could be: “Happy are those who are so bankrupt in their 
spiritual resources that they realize that they must get help from outside sources.” 
 
The first change is to honestly say, “God, help me.” The New Living Translation 
captures this meaning well: “God blesses those who realize their need for him”  
(Matt. 5:3 NLT).  
 

2. Those who mourn repent of their sin.  
If the poverty that Jesus referred to in the previous beatitude was in spirit not in the 
pocketbook, then the grieving that he is referring to here is not about personal loss, but 
personal sin. The mournful emotionally grieve over their condition. They are contrite. In 
other words, they see their sin. They know they are deserving of judgment. They are 
distressed over the condition of their soul. They recognize they are sinners in need of 
grace.  
 

Sermon Series:  Distinct: Living Above the Norm 
To be used with:  Session One: Distinct in My Character 
Sermon Title Possibilities: Living the Beatitudes 
Scripture: Matthew 5:1-12 
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The second change is to mourn over one’s sinfulness, our regret that we have proved a 
disappointment to Lord.  
 

3. The meek have surrendered to God’s control.  
The word meek means strength under control. A gentleman comes close to grasping 
the essence of meekness. Such a person is an expert in the art of living. It is high 
praise, for such people are well-mannered, polite, balanced, and well-behaved.  
 
The third change comes in one’s ability to control one’s strength, to control how one 
responds to events, people, and circumstances. 
 

4. Those who hunger and thirst for righteousness yearn for more of God.  
Righteousness is a truly Christian lifestyle that changes us from the inside out, so that 
we no longer seek the praise of people, but causes us to seek God’s approval above 
everything else. 
 
The fourth change occurs with an intense desire and desperation to live a truly Christian 
lifestyle that changes us to seek God above all and before all.  
 
With the fifth Beatitude Jesus turns the corner. The previous four Beatitudes are 
directed toward our relationship with God. The last four deal primarily with our 
relationship with one another.  
 

5. The merciful put love into action.  
The merciful demonstrate by their actions an emotional response to the needs of 
others. It means to feel the pain of another person so deeply that you are compelled to 
do something about it.  
 
The fifth change demands that we act. Mercy is not simply a gushy sentimental feeling 
for those who hurt. It is back-straining, time-consuming involvement in the lives of 
others. It’s lighting a candle in a dark room. Mercy is Christianity with boots on. “Go and 
do.” That is always God’s word to the believer. 
 

6. The pure in heart cleanse themselves of all sin and desire to live a  
purified life. 

The Greek word for pure is katharos which means to be clean through the removal of 
contamination, in much the same way that we would say that something is free of 
germs, uncontaminated. The “pure heart” is one that is free from the contamination  
of sin.  
 
The sixth change is to cleanse ourselves of unmixed motives and concealed agendas. 
Our hearts are unadulterated and vulnerable.  
 

7. The peacemakers actively pursue peace.  
Peacemaking is a divine work. God is the author of peace. And, Jesus is the supreme 
Peacemaker. Jesus came to establish peace; his message explained peace; his death 
purchased peace; and his resurrected presence enables peace.  
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The seventh change is to pursue all the beauty and blessedness of God upon another. 
The radicalness of Christ’s call to peacemaking demands a radical remaking of human 
personality. One must first have a profound experience of God’s peace. No one can 
become a peacemaker until they have found peace themselves. We cannot give what is 
not real to us. Peacemaking begins with an experience of peace in our own hearts.  
 

8. Those who are persecuted can expect ridicule and harassment. 
Persecution is the badge of the believer. It comes with the territory. It acknowledges the 
character transformation.  
 
The eighth change is to rejoice in the midst of persecution because it identifies us with 
Christ and with Christian forebears who have gone before us, enduring persecution.  
 
Living the Beatitudes is no casual shift of attitude. It is a demolition of the old structure 
and a creation of the new. The radical change results in greater joy. Until this 
reconstruction takes place in the heart the conduct of our lives will not change. Unless 
we “be” something, we can’t “do” anything. In other words, if the Beatitudes are not our 
character then the rest of the Sermon on the Mount will not be our conduct. 
 
Rick Ezell is the Senior Pastor at First Baptist Church, Greer, SC. He and his wife, 
Cindy, have one child. 
 


